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LEGAL IDENTITY

SIVECO Romania, joint–venture registered at the Trade
Registry under the number J40/14658/1992

SHAREHOLDER STRUCTURE

SIVECO Netherlands BV 		

42,2 %

Intel Capital Corporation &
Enterprise Investors 		

32,5 %

Management
SIVECO Romania 			

25,3 %

COMPANY HISTORY

1992

Is founded SIVECO Romania, with the statute of limited
liability company.

1997

SIVECO Romania changes its legal status into joint stock
company.

2000

The Danish investment fund DaneL Business Ventures
becomes majority shareholder.

2003

SIVECO Netherlands B.V becomes majority shareholder.

2005

Intel Capital and Polish Enterprise Fund V, an investment
fund managed by Enterprise Investors, become shareholders
of SIVECO Romania.

TURNOVER IN 2009

¡_211,419,000 lei according to RAS (Romanian Accountability System)
¡_48,902,000 euro according to IFRS (International Financial
Reporting Standards)

CLIENTS

¡_Over 1,300 clients in Romania use SIVECO Romania products.
¡_Our company develops complex IT projects in countries from four
continents.
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
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About the report

About the report

“We are honored to present you the second Corporate Social
Responsibility Report of SIVECO Romania. The document has
integrated our team’s activity in 2009 and points out the way
in which we are acting in order to combine economic success
with social responsibility. Along the 19 years of activity,
SIVECO Romania has proved it is a citizen-company, through its
constant involvement in IT projects that influence the livelihood
of millions of people.
The release of the 2009 report on our sustainable development
remains, as in 2008, yet a pioneering approach in the Romanian
IT industry. It reflects and evaluates the way in which we have
fulfilled our commitments assumed to the clients, shareholders,
employees, partners and community.
With honesty, transparency and accuracy we have analyzed the
performances and the activities developed by our company in
2009, the good things, the things we should do better, and what
we aim to do further. In order to ensure the objectivity of this
endeavor we have consulted independent experts.
In 2008, when we have released our first such a report, we
were very honored by the interest and the appreciation of
our colleagues, partners, customers, nongovernmental
organizations, of the internal and international press. The
distinction Ruban d’Honneur we have received from the
European Business Awards, an international body that
recognizes and promotes excellence, good practices and
innovation in the European business environment, but also the
internal signals received entitle us to believe that the things
we do are really important and are worth all our efforts. We
shall carry them forward.”

Irina SOCOL
President & CEO
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KEY WORDS
Over-fulfillment, maturity, team, passion,
intelligence, ambition, vision
These are the words accompanying the evolution of
SIVECO Romania for the past 19 years. And the company’s
management defines all this success as follows:

All we do is meant to offer our customers products and services of outstanding
quality. We are very trustful in ourselves and we want to deliver performance.
Our courage is at a high level, while we never lose sight of the final goal. We
are working „hard and smart” and we are an extraordinary team. Identifying
each of us with the company we work for is the most precious thing we have
succeeded.
Irina Socol, President & CEO

An important German scientific researcher, former public servant in the
European Commission, told us: if a company reached the first 5 years of
activity, it is not longer a child. We celebrated 18 years of age, so we may say
we have become mature. Maturity means the science of the job well done, of
the satisfied customer and the serious approach to every situation.
Alexandru Rădăşanu, Vice-President Research & Development

SIVECO Romania is successful. It is recognized at national and international
level. I’m glad to be part of this success.
Aurora Crusti, Deputy Vice-President Commercial Division

SIVECO Romania means a professional, extraordinary and devoted team who
works passionately and builds complex, unique projects in IT. A company that
grows values such as intelligence and creativity, in order to obtain performance
at the highest possible level.
Daniela Bichir, Vice-President Human Resources and Quality Assurance
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SIVECO Romania has both the people and the software that matters.
Florin Ilia, Vice-President Commercial Division
and Technological Consultancy

SIVECO Romania is a company that “makes the difference” in the consolidation
project of both the Romanian and international information society.
Doina Binig, Vice-President Strategy and Cheif Operating Officer

The financial evolution of SIVECO Romania proves we have learnt how to
make projects happen, projects profitable for us and for our
beneficiaries as well.
Bogdan Ciungradi, Vice-President Financial-Accounting
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Message from the CEO

Irina Socol,

President & CEO
The strategy of SIVECO Romania is conceived and designed
in such a way as to mirror the expectations of our products
beneficiaries, belonging to very diverse professional and social
categories: teachers, pupils, parents, trainers, physicians,
pharmacists, farmers, public servants, employees of private
companies from all economic sectors.

In 2009 too, our
involvement in projects
with social value was
as consistent as in the
previous year, even if it
implied much more
effort than in the
previous years, when the
business climate
was more friendly.
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We exist and we are steadily developing as we carry out
sustainable and viable projects for all these users, constantly
and practically contributing to introducing IT into as well as to
the development of Romanian society.
In 2009 too, our involvement in projects with social value was
as consistent as in the previous year, even if it has implied
much more effort than in the previous years, when the business
climate was more friendly.
Despite the fact that 2009 has been a really complicated year
for the global economy and, by default, for the IT industry we
belong to, we have succeeded in identifying new development
opportunities. We have directed our efforts both internally and
internationally, in projects from sectors with high social and
economic impact such as eLearning, eHealth, eAgriculture,
eCustoms, eBusiness, and we have succeeded through our
professionalism and through a huge capacity for mobilization
to develop and to successfully complete missions that seemed
almost impossible.
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Therefore, it is a great joy to review a few of the most noteworthy
achievements and recognitions obtained by our team in 2009:
¡_We have continued large, national projects, started in
previous years for the Payments and Intervention Agency
for Agriculture, Ministry of Education, Research, Youth and
Sports, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Communications and
the Information Society and for introducing IT into private
medium and large companies;
¡_We have succeeded in obtaining an extremely important
certification that few companies can boast they have:
ISO 9001:2008. This certification means a lot for
SIVECO Romania, which has made a priority from the delivery
of quality products;
¡_Our social responsibility report, the first of its kind in the
Romanian IT industry, has received an honorable distinction
from European Business Awards - Ruban d’Honneur, and
was nominated at the Civil Society Gala;
¡_The employees mobility plan that aims at reducing noxa
agents, but also stress, was awarded within the European
project COMMERCE (Creating Optimal Mobility Measures to
Enable Reduced Commuter Emissions);
¡_We have launched projects from structural funds as
coordinators or partners of reputable organizations, where
the IT component plays a vital role: Rural Manager, the
Teacher creator of educational software, Advancing Clinic
Genomic Trials on Cancer – for cancer research, P.Cezanne
– project dedicated to the implementation of a new system
for monitoring diabetes, Medscen – an educational system on
the intervention in case of natural disasters etc;
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¡_Through the projects won in 2009 for European Union
organizations – the Publication Office of European Community
that manages the research and development portal CORDIS,
and for EASA, the European Aviation Safety Agency, we have
entered the elite of IT services suppliers, as these projects
bring benefits for millions of users;
¡_Through the launch of SIVECO Applications 2011, our company
has reconfirmed the title of promoter of „Green Economy”
principles, proposing ecological IT solutions that would
support the private and public organizations. The solutions
of waste management, document management or transport
management allow rational use of the resources necessary
to any organization – paper, fuel, energy etc;
¡_We have entered into the top 10 “green” companies in
Romania, a top based on a study developed by Computerworld
magazine, while our contribution to the development of a
healthy environment has been once more recognized;
¡_The campaign to direct 2% of the income tax has attracted
the interest of a large number of employees that wanted
to support the nongovernmental organizations developing
projects in the social, medical, environment protection area,
or for less-favored persons;
¡_Through the project “On the proper use of democracy”,
developed also in 2009 along with ARDOR, we have contributed
to the democratization of information access and of the
mechanisms of expression for all citizens;
¡_The .campion project, already in its VI edition, has attracted
hundreds of pupils and students passionate of IT, this program
providing all pupils with equal chances to participate in a
consistent training in the field of IT science;
12
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¡_In its quality as a PACI member, we have ellaborated our
own anti-corruption Manual, where we have expressed our
position of “zero tolerance” towards corruption and where
we have actualy described the way in which this attitude is
cultivated in the daily behavior of our team;
¡_Also in 2009 we have invested in low energy consumption
equipment – computers, servers, displays, peripherals,
lighting equipment and electrical appliances. The wires
network and the air-conditioning devices installed on our
premises allow us to increase efficiency of the energy
consumption.

Our continuous involvement and the perseverance in activities of corporate civism give
us the warranty of our real, solid connection to the community’s problems and needs.
Which means for us the real responsibility.
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Milestones

If it were to define through a word the almost 19-year old
experience of SIVECO Romania, then the word would be
PASSION. This is continuously supported by the AMBITION to
SUCCEED. The launch of each new IT solution bearing the brand
SIVECO Romania, the start or the successful completion of each
project we have contributed to are based on the competitive
spirit of a professionals team passionate about its work, the
management’s vision and involvement. And the measure of
success is given by the level of users’ satisfaction regarding the
products of our work.
But how did we evolve?
Let us take a short glimpse into the company’s history, reminding
you what we have accomplished until 2009:
1992

SIVECO Romania is founded – One of the first private IT companies
in Romania.
¡_The main objective of the team lead by Irina Socol and Andy
Rădăşanu is the development and maintenance of a software
package from the field of Computerized Maintenance
Management Systems (CMS).

1994

After two years of sustained work, the expert team of SIVECO
Romania, formed in the well-known Romanian math and
informatics schools, develops its own integrated information
system called SIVECO Applications, one of the most valuable
applications of company resources’ management - (Enterprise
Resource Planning, ERP), perfectly adapted to the local market,
having a internationally certified competitiveness level.
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1997

If until that moment the company was mostly focused towards
the export of IT solutions and services that contributed to
building up the first million dollars from the company’s turnover,
SIVECO Romania starts to tackle, through its proprietary IT
products, also complex, large scale projects, where from will
come out later the future applications of eLearning, eHealth,
eCustoms and eAgriculture.

1998

A very important step in the company’s maturity and in assertion
of its brand represents the participation in the first large scale
project – at that moment, the largest project developed in the
Romanian profile industry – namely, introducing IT into the
Constanta Maritime Ports Administration.

1999

The list of projects powered by “SIVECO Romania” gets bigger
and bigger. The team – reaching over 100 employees – launches
the SIVABON project, for the Credit Bureau, an information
management tool referring to the credit risk, and the SIVADOC
product – a system for the management of the documents and
workflows. Also this year, starts the project for implementing
a complete solution for the management of internal operation
processes of the company Petrom.

2000

SIVECO Romania team launches the AeL computer based
software training platform, dedicated to supporting the training
process through modern IT based means. AeL was conceived
from the perspective of modern psycho-pedagogy, providing
teachers with an alternative teaching instrument, meant
to increase the degree of interactivity and creativity in the
classroom.
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2001

It is the year when it is launched the biggest project of introducing
IT into the Romanian education – The IT based Education System
(SEI), a project carried out in a consortium formed by
SIVECO Romania, HP, IBM and Compaq.

2004

Launching of a new large scale project confirms the company’s
professionalism and expertise – The Unique Integrated
Information System of the Social Health Insurances, developed
for the National Health Insurance House (CNAS), meant to
improve the mode of administration of the national health
insurance budget, as well as the quality of the medical and
pharmaceutical services.
¡_The software solutions of SIVECO Romania are already used
by over 300 large customers, organizations from the country
and from abroad.

2005

The experience in IT educational products is consolidated
through the launch of AeL Enterprise and the Learning Content
Management System dedicated to companies.

2006

As a premiere in Romania, the first Romanian know-how export
takes place in the field of complex IT projects: SIVECO Romania
participates in the reforming of the education system in Cyprus,
by supplying an AeL education platform and multimedia
educational content.
The team reaches 500 employees.
¡_SIVECO Romania participates in the reforming of the health
sector in Bulgaria, contributing to the implementation of
the integrated information system for the National Health
Insurance House in this country.
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¡_The largest project for introducing IT into agriculture kicks
off – the development and implementation of the IT System of
the Payments and Intervention Agency for Agriculture (APIA),
whose functionality represents a mandatory requirement for
Romania's accession to the European Union.
2007

It is the year of launching the major European projects. The
company is present on the market through latest generation
software solutions which fulfill the EU requirements. SIVECO
Applications 2010, SIVADOC 2010 and the new versions of
the eLearning, eTraining, eHealth, eCustoms, eAgriculture,
eBanking&Finance applications are especially conceived for the
European market.

2008

The series of large IT projects continues - eLearning SEI 5
(this includes educational platform for 8,191 teaching units,
totalling 79,284 computers, laptops and servers, but also other
equipments such as projectors and copy machines and training
of 40,000 teachers); the eLearning project at national level in the
Republic of Moldova.
¡_It is the year when starts the unrolling of the projects of
eLearning, eAgriculture, and eCustoms in Cyprus, Turkey,
United Arab Emirates, and the NHIH project is finalized in
Bulgaria.

2009

A new version of the integrated information package SIVECO
Applications 2011 is launched.
Aurora Crusti, Deputy Vice-President Commercial Division,
SIVECO Romania: „Designed by the latest generation standards,
SIVECO Applications 2011 is a Premium ERP product that
significantly contributes to increasing the output and the profitability
of its users. Moreover, benefitting from the expertise of the
SIVECO Romania specialists and consultants, SIVECO Applications
2011 makes available for organizations an IT tool perfectly
adapted to the current business requirements.”
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¡_The solution developed by SIVECO Romania for the IT system
that operates at the Payments and Intervention Agency for
Agriculture (APIA) receives the Finalist trophy from the
International Project Management Association, at the IPMA
Gala Awards in Finland, 2009.
¡_The eCustoms solution is implemented at the National
Customs Authority in Turkey and it is launched the
Agricultural Registry.
¡_SIVECO Romania is certified according to the standard
ISO 9001:2008 by AFAQ-AFNOR. Also in 2009, was published
the first Social Responsibility Report, which is awarded with
Ruban d’Honneur, by the European Business Award (Rome).
•_The company develops projects for the European
Commission: The European Union Publication Office – the
CORDIS portal (Community Research and Development
portal) and EASA – European Aviation Safety Agency. Also,
the following European research projects are developed:
ALIS, ACGT, P.CEZANNE, LD-CAST, SUNIDOC, PAELIS, AVE
EXEMPLO, COMAVET, MEDSCEN, eMULTICULT, A-PORT,
eCERCDOC, ASPECT, EduTubePlus, but also projects
financed from structural funds: the Program ”Opportunities
for career strengthening in the knowledge society”, The
Teacher-Creator of educational software, CENAFER, Rural
Manager.
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Community

An active member of the community, our company is involved
as initiator or partner in the development of educational
programs where thousands of teachers from the university and
pre-university education, pupils and students, IT and education
specialists take part every year. We constantly support the
activities (such as local and global competitions, summer
schools, attendance of international fairs) that are encouraging
youngsters to develop their IT knowledge, this way participating
in the promotion of the potential of an active youth generation,
ready for the knowledge society.
Radu Jugureanu, Manager of AeL eContent Department,
SIVECO Romania: “The education remains an important benchmark
for the values system in nowadays Romania. Along with our
partners, we develop projects from the desire to attract pupils into
the knowledge adventure, whose final result is represented by the
assimilation of useful information in a new and pleasant manner.”

Knowledge. Discovery. Competition.
Under these signs we have developed the actions of community
life involvement in 2009. Conferences, competitions, civic
launches or debates, all these events have shown our continuous
interest for the society’s development. Here is a list of them:

January 26th, 2009

Launching the education portal „Learning Gateway”
At the Bucharest High School „Grigore Moisil”, was officially
launched the first educational portal of „Learning Gateway” typein Romania „portal.moisil.ro”- a didactical resource available to
teachers, pupils and parents.
The project “portal.moisil.ro” was born from the desire to
involve young people in the educational process, stimulating
their curiosity and enthusiasm to discover new and interesting
things with help of the modern technologies.
The portal motivates pupils to access the teaching resources
both in school and outside the school. The parents also have
access to information, being thus able to be close to their
children in the learning process.

February 5th, 2009

0800 0800 05 - The new toll free number TELVERDE
for the beneficiaries of the AeL eLearning platform
In order to optimize the communication with all beneficiaries
of educational projects and the users of eLearning solutions
developed by SIVECO Romania, a new free of charge telephone
number TELVERDE – 0800 0800 05 was allocated, that can be
called free of charge from the Romtelecom network.
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Since the launch of the National Center for technical support (in
March 2006), SIVECO Romania team has replied to over 11,000
requests, out of which 6,234 were requests via telephone coming
from teachers, pupils, parents, school inspectors, counselors,
school managers etc.
The main beneficiaries of these technical support services are
the users of the AeL eLearning platform and of the ASM solution,
dedicated to the school management and to the teaching units
resources management, but also the pupils and teachers using
the interactive AeL lessons in school or at home. The operators
of the support center offer information also on the training
programs addressed to teachers in schools or through the
Teaching Staff House.
One of the major objectives of this initiative is represented also
by providing specialist technical assistance of the administrative
applications and updated information for the operators and the
users from national, county and local level, such as national
exams and the National Database of Education.
Florin Anton, Deputy Line of Business Director - eLearning: “The
high quality of the services we have accustomed our beneficiaries
with, motivate us to be better and better. Therefore, the entire
specialists team within the technical support center solves any
problem that might occur, in the shortest time.”

March 27-29th, 2009

New prizes for the “Moisil’s followers” competition
The 9th edition of the National Informatics Contest „Moisil’s
followers” was held in Iasi. The competition, hosted by the
Informatics High School „Grigore Moisil” aimed at becoming an
important tool for the selection, promotion and training of values.
In parallel, it took place also the teachers’ scientific papers
session -“Info-quality – ensuring quality in the Informatics
subject matter”.

22
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March 30th, 2009

Contest for software creativity Linfo@Sv

Organized by the National College for Informatics „Spiru Haret”
in Suceava, the Software creativity Contest Linfo@Sv – 7th edition
stimulates the interest of pupils and teachers toward information
technology and encourages a competitiveness climate between
pupils in promoting IT values.
The contest was addressed both to pupils in primary education,
and to those from gymnasium and high school education. Pupils
from the grades I-IV have participated in the computer drawing
contest under the theme „I like tales”. They have carried out a
computer drawing or a PowerPoint presentation of a fairy tale
from a previous announced set. The gymnasium pupils have
participated in a paper session with the topic „The algorithms
world”, while the high school pupils – in the software papers
contest distributed on the following categories: educational
software, WEB pages, software tools and games.

May 5th, 2009

.campion
2,000 pupils have participated at the .campion 2009 contest, an
intensive program of IT training.
The contest .campion is organized and supported by the
SIVECO Center for Excellence in partnership with the Ministry
of Education, Research, Youth and Sport and represents a
performance training program in informatics, supported by
prestigious teachers throughout the country and by students,
former winners of national and international informatics
Olympiads. The competition was initiated and coordinated by
Emanuela Cerchez and Marinel Şerban, teachers at the “Grigore
Moisil” Informatics High School in Iaşi.
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The team of .campion 2009 was made of teachers from the
entire country that have proposed problems with a high degree
of difficulty for the contest rounds, but also students, former
laureates of the contest or of international Olympiads that
have supported pupils in their continuous training for obtaining
performances. The 2009 finalists have received at least one prize
at one of the following prestigious competitions: international
Informatics Olympiad, Informatics Balkan Olympiad, the National
Informatics Olympiad, other specialty national contests.
Emanuela Cerchez, coordinator of .campion competition:
“The dedication of these young people, the assiduity and seriousness
they proved during the 6 months of intensive training are noteworthy.
I am happy to observe that over 80% of the finalists consider that
.campion helps them a lot, even more in accumulating IT knowledge
and the training for other competitions or national and international
exams and I am sure that in the following years they will bring
multiple awards to Romania.”

February 25th,
May 23rd and June 6th, 2009

Civic conferences initiated by the Romanian
Association for Debates, Oratory and Rhetoric
(ARDOR)
Within the civic conferences organized by Romanian Association
for Debates, Oratory and Rhetoric, the high school pupils were
invited to express their opinions on subjects intensely debated
by Romanian society. Should we introduce regulations so that

24
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commercial TV stations should have educative responsibilities
towards the public? Does the new media give more power to the
modern citizen? Is multi-culturalism an utopia? Is absenteeism
legitimate?
Initiated three years ago, the project „On the proper use of
democracy” was conceived as a dialogue where the youngsters
have the possibility to express their point of view on democracy
and to get involved in the society’s life as active citizens.
Anca Crahmaliuc, Marketing & Communication Manager,
SIVECO Romania: „We are happy we can take part in such a special
project, which involves young people in debates on real topics, having
a long term impact, providing them with the possibility to learn
„the rules” of the dialogue from opinion leaders of the civic society
(philosophers, journalists, political scientists or historians), giving
the latter the opportunity to understand how the young generation
thinks, while modeling the former values system.”

Education Awards Gala
September 23 , 2009
rd

Education Awards Gala is a competition aiming at promoting
people, projects and the organizations that had a significant
impact on the educational system in Romania. The first edition
of this competition took place in 2009, when SIVECO representatives were also invited to attend, being part of the jury. Pupils,
students, teachers, NGOs and state and private education
institutions were enlisted in the competition.
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October 30th, 2009

National Virtual Education Conference
Teachers from higher education and pre-university education,
pupils and students, education and IT specialist met in Iaşi, on
the occasion of the National Virtual Education Conference (CNIV).
Simultaneously with the 7th edition of CNIV took place also the 4th
edition of the International Virtual Education Conference (ICVL).
The two scientific events were organized by the Bucharest
University (with support of Prof. Univ. Dr. Grigore Albeanu, ICVL
coordinator and of Conf. Univ. Dr. Marin Vlada, coordinator of
CNIV-ICVL project), in partnership with “Gheorghe Asachi”
Technical University in Iaşi, SIVECO Romania and Intel.
Irina Socol, President and CEO of SIVECO Romania:
“We honor our civic mission consistently following the economic
development and social progress of the community we belong to.
As a matter of fact, all the projects we are developing have a certain
social responsibility component – this being an essential feature of
our strategy for sustainable development.“

26
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The “2%” Campaign
Social solidarity of SIVECO Romania employees is proved
inclusively through our constant participation in the 2%
Campaign – "Leave your signature on a good deed!" This way
we are proving we care about the problems of people around us
and we can move from statement support to concrete actions.
Over 120 of our colleagues have directed 2% of their annual
income tax for in the previous fiscal year towards the following
associations, this way choosing to support them:
¡_Euromania
¡_Save the Children
¡_Motivation Foundation
¡_Organization of Christian Evangelist Students
¡_SMURD
¡_World Vision
¡_Scheherazade
¡_Association of Ailing Elderly
¡_White Fang
¡_The Wandering Book Foundation
¡_Save the Danube and Danube Delta Association
¡_Foundation for Communitarian Support
¡_Association My dear Bucharest
¡_Saint John Botoşani Parish
¡_Sports Club DIA
¡_Military Staff Association
¡_Renaissance Foundation
¡_ANIAP.
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Social benefits of our projects

The complex projects we develop for public institutions, but
also for private ones, have gone in 2009 through new stages of
development. Either we do refer to multiannual projects, to the
ones financed from structural funds, or the ones developed for
customers in Romania or abroad, their common denominator
was the responsibility towards the final beneficiary.
Irina Socol, President & CEO of SIVECO Romania:
“SIVECO Romania has won through hard work the reputation of
eHealth, eAgriculture, eLearning, eCustoms solutions’ supplier,
having the courage to assume the responsibility of unrolling
difficult projects, ensuring the wide and non-discriminatory access
of citizens to public services. Big, complex, difficult projects can be
performed only by courageous people, by solid, valuable teams that
know that behind the name of Beneficiary in a contract there are
millions of people. Meaning a huge responsibility.”

PROJECT: SEI - THE IT-BASED EDUCATION SYSTEM
A complex program initiated by the Ministry of Education,
Research, Youth and Sports, whose objective is supporting the
teaching-learning process in pre-university education with
up-to-date technologies, a program implemented by a publicprivate partnership, which SIVECO Romania belongs to.
BENEFICIARIES: pupils, teaching staff, parents
DIMENSION (at the level of 2009):
¡_over 4 million beneficiaries at national level;
¡_140,000 trained teachers;
¡_15,000 IT laboratories;
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¡_192,000 computers;
¡_3,700 AeL multimedia lessons;
¡_1,338,995 candidates in the Baccalaureate exam (20032009);
¡_392,748 participants in the teachers’ nomination upon vacant
positions (2003-2009);
¡_1,855,000 pupils distributed in high schools (ADLIC 2001-2009)
¡_149,000 users registered on the edu.ro portal, 2,000,000
visitors, over 6,000 articles and 1,300,000 messages posted
on the forum.
Florin Anton, Deputy Line of Business Director - eLearning,
SIVECO Romania: „The SEI Project, one of the largest eLearning
projects in Europe, internationally recognized by the European
Commission as an example of best practices, builds the link
between school and the modern, knowledge-based society. The
European standards cannot be fulfilled without a basic condition,
to allow unrestricted access to computer for each pupil and each
teacher. And the SEI project ensures this condition.”

PROJECT: THE UNIQUE INTEGRATED INFORMATION
SYSTEM (SIUI)
Aims at improving the health insurance system in Romania and
the quality of the medical and pharmaceutical services, through
the collection and management of economic and medical
information necessary for the efficient operation of the system,
records of the insured persons and of the suppliers of medical
services.
BENEFICIARIES: family doctors (GP), physicians, pharmacists,
and suppliers of medical and pharmaceutical services,
patients.
DIMENSION (at the level of 2009):
¡_42 County Health Insurance Houses;
¡_11,316 GPs;
¡_45,000 physicians;
¡_3,855 pharmacies;
¡_464 hospitals;
¡_2,689 clinical ambulatories;
¡_1,011 paraclinical outpaintent clinics;
¡_4,279 dentistry outpatientclinics;
¡_48 ambulance stations;
¡_153 suppliers of home care services;
¡_2,213 suppliers of medical devices;
¡_Over 2,000 internal users;
¡_Over 26,000 external users – suppliers of medicopharmaceutical services.
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Dragoş Dobran, Responsible for SIUI project, SIVECO Romania:
„The SIUI project developed for CNAS (National Health Insurance
House) brings not only total transparency of the expenses
performed in the health system in Romania, quick, correct and
efficient management of data regarding the insured persons, real
time transmission of information and its entire capitalization,
under conditions of increased control, but offers also more efficient
medical services.”

PROJECT: IT SYSTEM FOR THE PAYMENTS AND
INTERVENTION AGENCY FOR AGRICULTURE (APIA)
The system ensures the calculation and authorization of
payments per farm, including the quality control and audit
activities, effective performance of payments to farmers,
recording payments in accounting – standard accounting
procedures based on the income and expenses accounts.
BENEFICIARIES: 1,200,000 farmers.
DIMENSION (at the level of 2009):
¡_Evaluation of 1,650,000 agricultural physical blocks;
¡_Processing of over 1,200,000 aid requests submitted by
farmers each year;
¡_Training of over 750,000 external users and some 5,000
internal users (APIA employees);
¡_1 billion Euro aids paid;
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¡_Management of information in 261 local centres of APIA and
42 county centers of APIA, where the farmers allocated to
them have submitted requests.
Gabriel Lospa, Manager of eAgriculture Department, within
SIVECO Romania: „The APIA project is an extremely complex one,
with extraordinary results. It is a project by which are managed
subsidies from European and national funds reaching annually to
a billion euro, a project having a huge social impact. It is difficult to
bring IT instruments into an environment where there are hardly
any practices of using them. Sustained efforts are done in the rural
area and results are already seen. This proves we have a valuable
project.”

PROJECT: SIVABON Clients’ solvency validation
system
BENEFICIARIES: Romanian financial-banking system, credit
applicants
DIMENSION (at the level of 2009):
¡_Over 30,000,000 credit reports issued in the last 5 years;
¡_Average number of credit reports issued per day: 30,000;
¡_Maximal number of records uploaded into the system:
500,000;
¡_Average reply time to a credit report request: 1 sec.
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PROJECT: Rural Manager
Aims at developing the entrepreneurial knowledge and skills for
those who run, have or will have a company in rural areas.
BENEFICIARIES: youth, high school or vocational school
graduates, small entrepreneurs.
DIMENSION (at the level of 2009):
¡_1,600 young people from counties of Bacău, Botoşani, Iaşi,
Neamţ, Suceava, Vaslui, Alba, Braşov, Covasna, Harghita,
Mureş, Sibiu, Brăila, Buzău, Galaţi, Vrancea, Tulcea,
Constanţa.
¡_Project coordinated by the National Foundation of Young
Managers (FNTM) in partnership with SIVECO Romania, the
Training and Development Center of Employers Associations
in Bavaria and Euro26. The Rural Manager project is selected
within the Sectorial Operational Program Human Resources
Development - POSDRU „Invest in People”, which is
co-financed from the European Social Fund, financing contract
POS DRU 2007 - 2013.
Cătălin Ştefan, Project Manager, Coordinator of the Rural
Manager project, SIVECO Romania: “The project contributes to
promoting the use of information technology, through introducing
within the training courses of small or future entrepreneurs from
rural areas of a module for development of skills in the field of
computer use, internet and products promotion, and for business
development.”

PROJECT: CENAFER
National Center for Railways Qualification and Training – The
project’s objective is the development of lifelong professional
training of the trainers in the railways sector, through organizing
of lifelong training programs for them.
BENEFICIARIES: personnel from the railways industry
DIMENSION (at the level of 2009):
¡_60 internal trainers;
¡_450 trainers of the railway companies.
¡_The project is co-financed through the European Social Fund,
based on the financing contract POSDRU 57/1.3/S/38654
concluded with the Ministry of Labor, Family and
Social Protection, General Direction Management Authority
for the Sectorial Operational Program „Human Resources
Development”, a project selected within the Sectorial
Operational Program Human Resources Development 20072013.
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PROJECT: Teaching career in the knowledge society
IntelTeach, a program aiming at the development of
professional career of teachers and assimilation of the
information technology during the class hours.
BENEFICIARIES: teaching staff
DIMENSION (at the level of 2009):
¡_900 teachers from the North-West region;
¡_900 teachers from the South - East region
¡_900 teachers from Muntenia region;
¡_700 teachers from North -East region;
¡_420 teachers from Bucuresti-Ilfov;
¡_900 teachers from South - West Oltenia.

PROJECT: „The teacher - creator of educational
software”
Aims at developing of competences regarding producing
educational software applications and improving the capacity to
use interactive teaching-learning methods.
BENEFICIARIES: Ministry of Education, Research, Youth and
Sports, teachers and pupils
DIMENSION (at the level of 2009):
¡_1,500 teachers from pre-university education all over the
country;
The project is co-financed from the European Social Fund
through the Sectorial Operational Program „Human Resources
Development” – POS DRU 2007-2013.
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PROJECT: The eLearning system for IGPR
The project aims at producing interactive training materials on
police specific domains by using the AeL eLearning platform.
BENEFICIARIES: police employees
DIMENSION (at the level of 2009):
¡_120 trained employees.
Alexandru Coşbuc, Deputy Manager International Sales,
SIVECO Romania: “The eLearning System implemented by
SIVECO Romania within IGPR (General Inspectorate of Romanian
Police) aims at ensuring a homogenous training process at national
level. By means of this project the is ensured the optimal framework
for training experienced staff, but also of new employees, complying
with the most modern standards and requirements set by the
European Union.”
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PROJECT: National Program for tuberculosis control
The project aims at training the trainers that will work
with prisoners within the education program to prevent
tuberculosis, with help of the eLearning platform supplied by
SIVECO Romania.
BENEFICIARY: National Penitentiaries Administration (A.N.P.)
DIMENSION (at the level of 2009):
¡_300 employees trained in using the AeL platform and the
educational content.

PROJECT: Knowledge based economy (EBC)
A training program in the field of using the computer and
information technology and communications (TIC) with
application in schools and businesses, in less favored
(disadvantaged) communities
BENEFICIARIES: 255 rural communities, 1,8 million persons
DIMENSION (at the level of 2009):
¡_8,000 users of ecomunitate.ro portal
¡_77 schools participating in the competition “eVacanţa”
¡_5,225 participants in training courses: teachers,
entrepreneurs, public servants from administration.
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INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS
The expertise that SIVECO Romania has acquired along its
19 years of activity in major eLearning, eHealth, eCustoms,
eBusiness projects has allowed their replication in countries
from Central and Eastern Europe, from European Union, the
area of CIS, in the Middle and Near East, in Northern Africa.

PROJECT: CORDIS
The information portal regarding the research& development of
the European Union Publication Office. Our company supplies
services for software development and maintenance for this
portal.

PROJECT: European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
The key institution of the European Union , EASA is responsible
for the aviation safety strategy.
Our company together with Intrasoft supplies software services
for collaborative applications of documents, records and
workflows management.
Ştefan Morcov, Deputy Vice-President Commercial Division,
eLearning, SIVECO Romania: “We are extremely honored by our
participation in these projects carried out for elite organizations of
the European Union. The projects fit into the strategic direction of
promoting SIVECO Romania as first rank player at European level,
being the result of an active involvement in the European IT, from
the professional, social and commercial point of view.”
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Research Projects
Scientific development depends more and more on IT. The
research results can be found in day-to-day life, either if we
speak of human resources development, of the business
environment, of introducing advanced learning methods in
universities, or to supporting research in the medical field.
12 research projects have been launched or have entered into a
new development phase during 2009.

PROJECT: AVE EXEMPLO
BENEFICIARY: the business environment
The project AVE Exemplo aims at establishing methods
for recognizing skills acquired through informal modes of
learning.
The project takes into account the needs of the business
environment, so that competencies accumulated through
informal modes of learning, correlated with the existing ones
solve the current problems occuring within organizations.

PROIECT: SUNIDOC
BENEFICIARY: education institutions
In the SUNIDOC project, SIVECO Romania will ensure efficient
capitalization of the information from the educational
environment, providing the institutions from the education
sector with a flexible and high performing tool for the documents
management, able to be integrated with other existing
information systems.
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Ionuţ Arsene, Project Manager and SUNIDOC Project
Responsible, SIVECO Romania: “The system will allow efficient
capitalization of the information and of historic documents detained
by the university. The mechanism necessary for the integration with
a scanning and text recognition system will be ensured, in order
to produce a knowledge database through subsequent integration
with other systems, too. This database can be used in research
projects, ensuring a source of information necessary and useful as
a starting point in the scientific activity.”

PROJECT: P.Cezanne
BENEFICIAR: physicians, diabetes patients
The European project P.Cezanne aims the IT integration in the
field of Nano-Biology through implementation of a new system
for monitoring diabetes and caring for persons ailing of this
disease.

PROJECT: ALIS
BENEFICIARY: the business environment
The European Project Automated Legal Intelligent System
(ALIS) has as objective, on one hand, the reduction of barriers
between citizens and private companies, and on the other hand,
the system of laws and regulations, by monitoring their correct
application.
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PROJECT: LD CAST
BENEFICIARY: business environment
LD CAST (Local Development Cooperation Actions Enabled by
Semantic Technology) is a new system of single bureau type,
having as goal the collaboration between the European Chambers
of Commerce.
Monica Florea, European Projects Manager and coordinator
of the LD CAST project: „The LD CAST project aims to specify,
to develop and evaluate an integrated network of public services
for private companies. The project makes available a cooperation
framework both at local and global level, in order to allow to
European Chambers of Commerce to open local agencies that
operate as a point of access to the services made available by the
participating organizations.”

PROJECT: A-PORT
BENEFICIARIES: water services suppliers, consumers
The A-PORT research project’ objective is to improve the
management of water supply operators, the project being an
innovative solution that would allow obtaining feedback from
consumers and taking the best decisions accordingly.

PROJECT: MEDSCEN
BENEFICIARIES: public authorities, population
A group of civil and military experts, specialists in communications and IT from Romania, work within the Medscen project
for the creation of an educational network that uses eLearning
technologies and the production of a portal dedicated to
building a culture of intervention, protection and reconstruction
in cases of natural disasters.
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PROJECT: COMAVET
BENEFICIARY: the business environment
The project COMAVET is mainly addressed to the SME sector
where there is the need for the developing of a set of practical
instruments to assists the managers in shaping the training
needs or strengthening the knowledge for all employees.
Mihai Stanca, Project Manager, SIVECO Romania:
„The contribution of the company SIVECO Romania is focused on
the development of the IT solution for the management of the
tests measuring the 3 levels of competence: P – Professional,
I – Innovative, S – Social. At the same time, SIVECO Romania forms
a pilot center for testing the selected products.”

PROJECT: ASPECT
BENEFICIARIES: teachers, pupils
The ASPECT Project (Adopting Standards and Specifications
for Educational Content) aims at increasing an already existing
library with an valuable educational content, to which teachers
should have easy access and from which they could choose any
material they wish, in order to use it during the class.
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Delia Oprea, Project Manager, SIVECO Romania:
”From the perspective of the participation of the 9 ministries of
education or of the national agencies designated by ministries to
represent them within the project, an important result will be that
the opinions of teachers and technical experts will be taken into
account during the process of development of the new standards.
The project has a strong research-innovation component in the field
of standardizing the digital educational resources.”

PROIECT: EduTubePlus
BENEFICIARIES: teachers, pupils
The EduTubePlus project brings pupils a new concept for
lessons’ presentation, based on an European multicultural
library containing video educational products and on an
online platform for the publishing, uploading, exchange and
management of video materials.
Mihai Stanca, Project Coordinator for EduTubePlus,
SIVECO Romania: “The project EduTubePlus facilitates the use
and exchange of thousands of school digital video materials supplied
by video and educational TV producers, but also video materials
generated by pupils and teachers, aiming at satisfying the learning
needs and the innovative practices at the school level. We wish
that the pupils from pre-university education should benefit from
an attractive electronic service, based on the school curricula, and
which respects the pedagogical and scientific requirements.”
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PROJECT: eMulticult
BENEFICIARIES: employees, future employees
The project’s goal is to increase the adaptability of persons to
the requirements of the intercultural space, a context generated
especially by the high mobility of the labor force and by the
extension of the action area of multinational companies.
Cristian Fota, Project Responsible, SIVECO Romania:
“The final project’s product will be an educational portal based on
an educational model developed for multicultural environments.
The educational portal will include: tools for learning management,
tools for developing digital content; databases, means of interactive
dissemination of knowledge, collaborative virtual spaces for
ensuring the information exchange between researchers, areas for
dialogue and communication between all the actors of the teaching/
learning–training process.”

PROJECT: ACGT
BENEFICIARIES: physicians, researchers
Advancing Clinico-Genomic Trials on Cancer (ACGT) project
is addressed both to physicians, through a platform of clinical
studies’ management – ObTiMA, and to researchers in the
bio-informatics and data mining field, through an integrated
platform of services available through a single portal: the ACGT
portal.
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Customers satisfaction,
the number one priority

The central company values – quality, innovation and
sustainability – are also the values which the customer
relationship is based on.
The solutions of SIVECO Romania are used by over 1,300
beneficiaries in countries from 4 continents, both important
public institutions and private reference companies.
Credit Bureau
„The collaboration between SIVECO Romania and the Credit Bureau
for over 6 years means over 30 million credit reports generated,
transparent access to reliable information, effective support
for financial institutions, but also for beneficiaries of loans. The
SIVABON solution helped building low risk financial relationships
for each participant-financial institutions and, indirectly, the entire
Romanian financial system.”
Şerban Epure, General Manager, Credit Bureau
“The National Health Insurance Fund project, developed by
SIVECO Romania, refers to the design, development and
implementation of an integrated software application. I would like
to emphasize SIVECO team’s support was at high standards and
they really add value to the project through their involvement in all
activities proving its team spirit and results orientation.”
Alexandre Oghianov, Deputy Manager NHIF, Bulgaria
“SIVECO Romania is an active partner in the European IST FP6 - P.
Cezanne Project, “Integration of Nano-Biology and ICT to provide
a continuous care and implantable Monitoring System for Diabetic
Patients". Since the beginning of the project, SIVECO has always
displayed good will, seriousness and professional skills in working
with the partners involved in developing the nano-sensor.”
Louis Shenkman, Project Coordinator, Professor in Medical
Science, University of Tel Aviv
“The works performed by SIVECO Romania within UAE schools
have been of good quality, complying with the requirements of the
Ministry of Education, in its capacity of beneficiary, and within the
assigned period of time, of high professional level. We do appreciate
the products pursuant to their quality and reliability.”
Badria Yousif Hussain, Head of IT Department, Ministry of
Education, United Arab Emirates
“The Azerbaijan National Education Management & eLearning
project had a positive impact on the national education system.
The main achievements of the project were to contribute to the
development and modernization of the Azeri education system,
to introduce and enhance the use of information technology.
SIVECO Romania has executed high quality work, respecting all the
requirements in due time, with cost efficacy, proofing know how
and professionalism in implementing educational projects.”
Samir Mamadov, Head of Bureau on ICT for Education within the
Azerbaidjan Ministry of Education
SIVECO Romania - CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT - 2009
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Partnerships

The solutions proposed by SIVECO Romania are addressed to
medium and large companies from all industrial and commercial
sectors (both having a distribution network and with direct
sales), as well as to companies delivering services (such as:
communications, system integrators etc), the local and central
public administration, to state owned companies.
We have succeeded to develop the partnership network on long
term and its extension at international level. The company’s
evolution includes the development of its business model with
help of partners, both within local projects and in international
ones.

GLOBAL STRATEGIC PARTNERS
¡_Intel Software Partner
¡_Oracle Certified Gold Partner
¡_Microsoft Gold Certified Partner - ISV/Software Solution
¡_Microsoft Authorized Educational Reseller
¡_IBM Business Partner
¡_HP Sales and Service Partner.

Achievements 2009
¡_As a result of our interest in the relationship with our
customers, last year, three of our products - SIVECO
Applications 2011, the AeL suite and SIVADOC – have moved
to the latest operating system Windows 7.
Florin Ilia, Vice-President Commercial Division and
Technological Consultancy, SIVECO Romania: “By ensuring
the compatibility of reference products under the brand of
SIVECO Romania with Microsoft Windows 7, we wish to help our
clients in using this new technology platform. We are constantly
open to innovation, trying to help the beneficiaries of our products
be on the forefront of technological advance, allowing them to
improve their activity. Fortunately, the proved flexibility of our
products, developed based on the latest principles, allows us to
become compatibile with the new products of world IT leaders.”
¡_Our company was designated in the world final within
Worldwide Partner Conference, as “Partner of the Year” for
the Central and Eastern European region, for implementing
the large scale project of introducing European IT into the
Romanian education system.
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Florian Ciolacu, Vice-President International Sales,
SIVECO Romania: “We have collaborated with the partners of
Microsoft Romania in implementing a major project for the national
education system, implying a considerable effort, but the result was
accordingly. Recognition of the quality of projects we are developing
is honoring, the more that at the contest in 2009, we were in the
selected company of prestigious firms from around the world, not
just from Europe.”

MEMBERS
Since 2009, we are members of
¡_Networked European Software and Services Initiative NESSI
Monica Florea, European Projects Manager, SIVECO Romania:
“This new partnership helps us be next to the specialists from
universities, research centers, foundations, important players
from the IT market, that support the interest of companies active
in the field of research&development, encouraging the granting
of European research funds for avant-garde software programs.
The companies in Europe (both from public and private sector)
have become more and more dependent on software and services.
Deployment of innovative technologies will benefit all economic
sectors, while the competition at global level will lead, finally, to
efficient public services, meaning better services for citizens.”
¡_Romania-Luxembourg Business Forum Association
Stefan Morcov, Deputy Vice-President Commercial Division,
eLearning, SIVECO Romania: “SIVECO Romania grants
an outstanding importance to extending its international
presence through partnerships, in order to open new business
opportunities. Luxembourg is an important center on the map of
European cooperation and the host of a series of major European
institutions.”
Other partnerships
¡_National Association of IT Specialists in the Public
Administration in Romania (ANIAP);
¡_Romanian Association for the Electronic Industry and Software
(ARIES);
¡_Employers Association of the Software and Services (ANIS);
¡_Romanian-American Chamber of Commerce (AmCham);
¡_Romanian Businessmen Association (AOAR);
¡_Aspen Institute Romania;
¡_Partnership Against Corruption Initiative (PACI);
¡_United Nations Global Compact;
¡_National Commission of Romania for UNESCO;
¡_Information Society Technologies Advisory Group (ISTAG).
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Quality

A modern company is a company whose processes are
controlled. From this point of view, SIVECO Romania is recognized
as one of the software companies with the highest level of
quality of the delivered products and services.
SIVECO Romania has obtained in 2009 ISO 9001:2008 certificate
from AFAQ-AFNOR International, one of the top five international
certification bodies in the world.
The standard ISO 9001:2008 sets the requirements for the
management system of organizations that wish to prove the
ability to constantly supply a product / service according to the
customer requirements and legal provisions, and which aim at
increasing the customer satisfaction by effective applying the
quality system, including the continuous improvement of the
system.
SIVECO Romania is quality certified since 1999, being audited
annually on compliance with the implemented standards.
Daniela Bichir, Vice-President Human Resources & Quality
Assurance, SIVECO Romania: “SIVECO Romania is among the very
few companies in Romania that have obtained the new ISO 9001:2008
certification, which proves our commitment to the current and
future requirements of our customers, but also the transparency
of our entire activity.”
The family of ISO 9000 standards was ellaborated to help
organizations design, efficiently implement and lead the quality
management systems.
The benefits of implementing such a system are winning our
customers satisfaction and trust, as well as the transparency
and efficiency of the internal processes of the organization.
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ISO 9001:2008 has introduced changes that lead to the
correlation with requirements of ISO 14001, the reference
standard for the environment management systems, in order to
ensure the conditions for implementing integrated management
systems (quality, environment etc). Also, one had to take
into account the requirements of the modern management
systems: processes efficacy and efficiency, proper monitoring of
resources, control over personal data provided by partners.
The continuous concern to satisfy the needs of our customers,
to make their work easier, to help them increase the efficiency
of organizations in order to become more profitable and getting
the recognition of their own customers, represents for us a true
profession of faith.
SIVECO Romania understands and assumes the legal and moral
obligations it has as joint stock company, the obligation to
generate profit and development under legal provisions and in
compliance with its shareholders interests.
Certifications of the quality system
¡_In 1995 SIVECO Romania has started the implementation of
the quality system, according to the provision of ISO 9001:1994
standard;
¡_In May 1999, the quality system of SIVECO Romania was
certified by AFAQ – ASCERT INTERNATIONAL, and in October
1999 this system was certified by OMCAS (Military Body of
the Ministry of Defense for Certification, Accreditation and
Supervision);
¡_In 2001, SIVECO Romania has started the conformation of the
quality management system to the new requirements of the
standard ISO 9001:2000. In 2002, the quality management
system of SIVECO Romania was certified by AFAQ-ASCERT,
in conformity to ISO 9001:2000 and in October 2003 the same
certification was received from OMCAS (Military Body of
the Ministry of Defense for Certification, Accreditation and
Supervision);
¡_Starting with April 2004, the quality management system
of SIVECO Romania is authorized by CNCAN (National
Commission for the Control of Nuclear Activities). The
authorization process was developed according to the
requirements of Law no. 111/1996.
¡_In July 2005, the quality management system of
SIVECO
Romania
was
re-certified
AFAQ-AFNOR
INTERNATIONAL in conformity to ISO 9001:2000;
¡_In October 2005, SIVECO Romania received, for its performance
in the field of quality the award “International Star for Quality”,
at the “Gold” category, from Business Initiative Directions;
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¡_In February 2006, the same international body has awarded
SIVECO Romania “Arch of Europe”, in the “Platinum” category,
for the recognition of its merits in the field of quality and
technology;
¡_In April 2006, the authorization received from CNCAN was
renewed, in conformity to the requirements of Law no.
111/1996 specific to the nuclear field;
¡_Re-certification by OMCAS was assimilated in 2006 by the
AFAQ-AFNOR certification, in conformity to the standard ISO
9001:2000. The OMCAS certification can be currently obtained
only by companies that are active in the military field;
¡_The quality management system in SIVECO Romania is
re-certified in 2008 by AFAQ-AFNOR INTERNATIONAL in
conformity to the standard ISO 9001:2000;
¡_In 2009 takes place the AFAQ-AFNOR INTERNATIONAL
re–certification in conformity to the standard ISO 9001:2008.
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Environment

SIVECO Romania targets its efforts in the direction of a
sustainable development, both as regards the financialeconomic performances, and the social and environment
related performances. We consider that long term development
cannot be based but on a strategy where the financial and
market objectives are compatible with the expectations of the
main co-interested groups, clients and partners, shareholders,
employees and community, as well as with the legal and moral
obligations for environment protection.
SIVECO Romania respects the environment’s health and safety,
including the environment standards at the level of all processes
specific to the company’s activity.

2009 - a GREEN year
¡_In 2009, the company continued the development of the
employees’ mobility plan that aims at ensuring a safe and
civilized transport for the employees to the work place
and back home. At the same time, this plan contributes to
diminishing the employees’ stress and promotes care for the
environment.
For this important project, SIVECO Romania has received from
EPOMM – European Platform for Mobility Management - within
the Commerce project (Creating Optimal Mobility Measures to
Enable Reduced Commuter Emissions), an honorable award:
Special Prize of the Jury. The prize was awarded within the Pan
European Workplace Mobility Plan Awards Gala, held in Spain,
in 2009.
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EPOMM, in partnership with COMMERCE, organizes annually
the European Conference on Mobility Management - ECOMM,
and awards prizes as a recognition of the vital role that mobility
plans play for reducing the CO2 emissions, the traffic jams and
other negative effects of transportation over the environment.
Daniela Bichir, Vice-President Human Resources and Quality,
SIVECO Romania: „The mobility plan developed by our company
proves not only responsibility for the environment protection, but
also care for our employees’ health, and consideration for the
transport conditions to and from the office.”
¡_SIVECO Romania has launched in 2009 the Waste Management
component that aims at managing waste with help of an
integrated information system.
This component is promoted also within the SIMRIC project- The
Information System for the Management of Material Resources
(SIMRIC), provided by SIVECO Romania, in partnership with
INCDPM-ICIM Bucharest and the Polytechnic University of
Bucharest.
SIMRIC ensures the IT–based waste management, involving
all the activities of their collection, transport, treatment,
exploitation and disposal. The IT solution reflects the costs of
waste management activities, both in product prices and in the
producer’s status on the market, provides accurate data on
waste generation and management and enables data
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centralization from the territory in the form of an inventory of the
information on licensing organizations engaged in the collection,
transport, exploitation and / or waste disposal activities, as well
as the distribution of these organizations in the territory.
Using the modern information system will result in increasing
the quality of people’s life, an uncontaminated environment, as
well as attracting new investments and creating jobs.
¡_SIVECO Romania has entered the top „GREEN 10” of Romanian
companies pointed out due to their policies for preservation
of a healthy environment. The magazine ComputerWorld has
identified in 2009 the companies in Romania – not too many
– that are implementing efficient strategies for environment
protection.
Their selection was done based on criteria that followed the way
in which the energy consumption of IT equipments is reduced,
the existence of a technology for energy conservation and the
reduction of carbon emissions, as well as projects promoting a
healthy environment.
Horaţiu Nistor, Chief Information Officer, SIVECO Romania:
”Our company stands out as a supporter of „green” principles,
promoting ecological IT solutions that help both private and public
organizations. Environment preservation is an indicator of any
company’s efficiency."
¡_The interest for the judicious resources, management was
also expressed in documents transmission way. We have
encouraged internal and external communication via email, to
the detriment of paper. In 2009, the employees have received
over 20 such notifications (newsletter, specific information
etc). The number of brochures presentations, case studies,
company profile on magnetic (digital support) has increased
by 20%. Moreover, we have included in email signature the
following mention: "Please consider the environment before
printing this email."
¡_1,000 kg cardboard and paper and 100 kilos of plastic have
been collected and selected to be sent to recycling centers.
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Recognitions

The projects we are developing for the education system, for
agriculture, those in the field of social responsibility or our
involvement in the field of research have received in 2009
extremely valuable national and international recognitions.
¡_Considered as an example of good practice in Europe, the
IT- based Education System (SEI) in Romania has been
nominated within the competition European eGovernment
Awards, an initiative of the European Commission. The
competition awards every two years the best projects
developed by the public authorities in Europe, having as goal
facilitating citizens’ access to public services and reduction
of bureaucratic barriers, increasing the administrations’
efficiency through promotion of IT solutions, respectively;
¡_The 2008 Social Responsibility Report of SIVECO Romania was
rewarded with the award Ruban d’Honneur, in the category
Award for Corporate Sustainability, from European Business
Awards. The Social Responsibility Report was also rewarded
at the 6th edition of the People for People Gala, an event
organized by the Association for Communitary Relations and
the Romanian-American Chamber of Commerce (AmCham),
that awards annually the social involvement of companies,
the CSR project of SIVECO Romania being nominated in the
category “The best communitary program”;
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¡_The AeL eContent solution received the award “Best
Production” within the international competition Diskobolos
2009, ICT Awards organized by Union of ICT Societies (JISA),
Belgrade. The DISKOBOLOS competition is considered as
“The Oscar in the field of IT&C in the region of South-Eastern
Europe“;
¡_The SEI Project (The IT-based Education System) was
rewarded with the award “Best eLearning solution”, for the
positive impact on the Romanian education system, within the
international competition “eLearning in Praxis”, organized
within the ICETA international conference (International
Conference on Emerging eLearning Technologies and
Applications), Slovakia;
¡_SIVECO Romania received Diploma of Excellence on the
occasion of its participation at the Research Salon 2009,
organized by the National Authority for Scientific Research
(ANCS) Romania;
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¡_SIVECO Romania was selected as finalist within the awards
of Microsoft Worldwide Partner Conference 2009, at the
Advanced Infrastructure Solutions category, Windows Desktop
Deployment - Partner of the Year, New Orleans;
¡_“Mobility Plan”, the plan for transport from work of
SIVECO Romania employees, has received the Special Prize
of the Jury, from EPOMM - European Platform for Mobility
Management, within the Gala of Pan European Workplace
Mobility Plan Awards, San Sebastian, Spain;
¡_First place in the Top of Companies from District 1 - 2008,
at the large companies category, Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Bucharest Municipality;
¡_Second place in the Top of Companies from Bucharest - 2008
(Large companies), XVI edition, Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Bucharest Municipality;
¡_Anca Daniela Ioniţă, Monica Florea and Lucian Jelea received
“Best Paper Award” for the paper “Correspondence between
Multiple Views in a SOA Trans-National Business System”
within the International Conference on Information Security
and Internet Engineering, the World Congress of Engineering
2009, International Association of Engineers (IAENG),
London;
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¡_SIVECO Romania received the Finalist Trophy in the
category „Big-Sized Projects” from the International Project
Management Association, within IPMA Gala Awards, Helsinki,
for the IT system developed for the Payments and Intervention
Agency for Agriculture (APIA);
¡_The highest level of excellence in technology, the impact and
customers satisfaction obtained through the use of products
and services of Microsoft, Certified Gold Partner are well
recognized;
¡_The portal of the Ministry of Education in the United Arab
Emirates executed by SIVECO Romania within an international
partnership obtained first place in the category “Arab World
Award - Government Service”, within the prestigious “H.H.
Sheikh Salem Al-Ali Al-Sabah Informatics Awards”, Kuwait.
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Business Ethics

“For our company, business ethics is the foundation on which we
build our relations with customers, partners and employees and, at
the same time, a powerful competitive advantage.”
Irina Socol, President & CEO of SIVECO Romania
Values and responsibilities of the company SIVECO Romania
¡_Quality
¡_Innovation
¡_Sustainable development
¡_Corporate governance
¡_Social responsibility and management oriented to groups
having a joint interest
¡_Corporatist civism
¡_Sustainable development.
SIVECO Romania has adhered to global alliances for best
practices in business, whose standards and ethical principles it
assumes:
¡_United Nations Global Compact, under the aegis of United
Nations Development Programmed (UNDP)
¡_Partnering Against Corruption Initiative (PACI), under the
aegis of World Economic Forum.
The activity of Partnering Against Corruption Initiative (PACI)
is based on a set of principles of corporate civism as defined
by the World Economic Forum, Transparency International
and Basel Institute of Governance. The companies adhering to
this pact commit themselves to adopt a “zero tolerance” policy
towards corruption and to elaborate an internal system for
the implementation of this policy and for control in the field of
integrity.
One of the main PACI objectives is to provide a platform at
international level for creating guidelines of good practices in
the multinational organizations and for the development of a
system that would ensure implementation of PACI principles at
the level of policies and actions of member companies.
Companies are mobilized to reject any practices that may be
associated to actions of corruption, corruption meaning “to offer
or the promise and the request or acceptance of undue interest,
directly or indirectly, towards or from official persons, parties,
politicians, candidates in political elections or employees from
the sector of private business, with the purpose to obtain,
to maintain or to ensure incorrectly certain advantages in
business”.
Companies are advised to implement and to apply concrete,
practical programs to fight corruption.
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According to PACI, in order to be efficient, a program for
fight against corruption has to be activated at all levels of the
company. The problem of fighting corruption has to be included
in the organization’s ethics code, at the level of internal policies
and procedures, at the level of administrative processes, in
regular sessions for training of employees, suppliers and
partners. The purpose of such a program is to make from the
anti-corruption policy a day-to-day functional practice of the
company.

Achievements 2009
Active supporter of PACI principles, our company has defined in
2008 the internal Procedure for fighting Corruption, developed
in 2009 into the Anti-Corruption Manual. This document includes
clear, specific recommendations regarding the way of avoiding
the corruption risks under circumstances that usually appear
during the development of company’s activity.
The manual sets the specific recommendations regarding the
following subjects:
¡_Employment;
¡_Sponsorships;
¡_Contractors, Consultants, Agents and Suppliers;
¡_Partners;
¡_Travel, Gifts and Afferent Expenses;
¡_Political Contribution.
Respecting the policies and procedures included in this manual
is mandatory and lies in the responsibility of every employee.
Moreover, compared to the sanctions imposed by law for
non-compliance with the anti-corruption measures, each
employee that trespasses the law or the policies and procedures
from this Manual can be subject to disciplinary measures that
can go up to termination of the labor contract.
Also, the manual defines the company’s position in the
relationship with suppliers, partners, customers, in the spirit of
respecting the same set of ethical principles.

Target: No act of corruption
Objective ACCOMPLISHED.
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Employees

“The performances of a company rely on the skills, motivation and
involvement of its team. Tell me what team you have to tell you where
you can reach. And SIVECO Romania has built up an extraordinary
team of people talented and devoted to their job. In witness thereof
stand the outstanding projects that we have carried out even in a
crisis year. It is the team’s merit, and the merit of the management;
it is the result of a joint effort, of an extreme passion and of an
unsurpassed ambition, but also of a courage based on 18 years of
experiences. Together we are stronger. Together we win.”
Daniela Bichir, Vice-President Human Resources and Quality
Assurance, SIVECO Romania
The SIVECO Romania team is formed of over 700 specialists
having the following organizational structure:
¡_80% Activities of Research- Development – Consultancy:
•_5% European Research Projects
•_10% Technological Consultancy
•_30% eLearning
•_15% eHealth
•_20% eAgriculture
•_20% Development of Customized Applications (CAD)
¡_10% Marketing & Commercial
¡_5% Financial & Administrative
¡_5% Quality Assurance & Control.
Health and safety
¡_All employees have benefitted from private health
insurances.
¡_All employees have made the regular annual health check,
according to labor health norms.
¡_During the period of highly risk of AH1N1 infection, increased
safety measured have been taken (disinfection of areas, of
objects touched by a large number of employees, information
on the notice boards on the risk of spreading the disease and
methods for prevention and treatment).
¡_All employees have been trained according to SSM (Labor
Security and Health) and PSI norms (Fire Prevention and
Extinguishing).
Transparency
¡_In order to ensure maximal transparency to the company’s
activity, at the beginning of the year, we made public to
employees and the public the company’s balance sheet and
the development strategy for the following year.
¡_20 internal information notes were sent to employees,
including newsletters.
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¡_At every floor of the premises, there have been placed notice
boards, updated with information as necessary.
Salary, benefits and facilities
¡_All employees have received in due time their salaries and
meal tickets.
¡_The taxes due to the health insurance fund (budget) and to the
social insurance budget have been paid.
¡_The employees distinguished through their performance and
loyalty have been awarded.
¡_All employees have benefitted of transport facilities to the
company’s premises and back home.
Trainings
¡_There have been organized 100 training courses and audits.
Equal opportunities
¡_Both women and men have been promoted to management
positions.
¡_Currently, in the company there are 52% women and 48%
men in leading positions.
¡_4 women are members of the company’s board of directors.

Our target:
¡_0 labor accidents
¡_0 labor conflicts
¡_0 actions of discrimination
¡_0 harassment cases
¡_0 sicknesses in office.

Objectives ACCOMPLISHED.
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Targets 2010

“We wish to continue the educational, humanitarian and cultural
programs that have attracted thousands of beneficiaries, in
partnership with nongovernmental organizations, by accessing
structural funds. We have a great chance to use European funds in
projects necessary to the community.
The change of the economic climate has shown us an essential
thing: how much we depend on one another, how much we should
be interested in what happens around us, how important it is to
contribute each of us to the economic growth. And we believe our
products offer exactly the things that we search for in everyday life
and which we need so much: value, quality, trust.”
Irina Socol, President & CEO of SIVECO Romania

EMPLOYEES
¡_Continuous education and development of professional skills
of employees.
¡_Raising awareness and making employees more responsible
regarding the quality management
and environment
management – reducing the paper, water, electricity
consumption.
¡_Building a competitive and innovative working environment
by attracting and training the best professionals in the field.
¡_Providing a motivating working environment through:
adequate training, ensuring the conditions for the
professional and career development, recognizing each
person’s contribution to the company’s success.
¡_Encouraging the individual involvement in social programs.

ENVIRONMENT
¡_Continuous evaluation and keeping under control the
environment aspects in order to prevent pollution.
¡_Optimizing the specific consumption of materials and utilities
while minimizing losses.
¡_Concluding partnerships for selective takeover of waste – old
computers, paper and plastic packages.

CUSTOMERS
¡_Increasing the number of customers.
¡_Fulfilling the customers’ requirements explicitly defined and
negotiated and meeting their needs while respecting the legal
provisions in force.
¡_Completion of the Customer Satisfaction Survey 2010 and
elaborating strategies according to the results received.
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PARTNERS
¡_Extending the distribution network and partnership network
by identifying for new companies wishing to extend their
area of activity and to improve their financial results.
¡_Obtaining the “Oracle Gold Partner” certification.
¡_Certification for new Microsoft competences.

QUALITY
¡_Maintaining the ISO 9001:2008 certification.
¡_Increasing our customer’s satisfaction by delivering high
quality products and services and by respecting the terms
we have committed to through the contract.
¡_In the relations with partners, promoting quality and
environment standards, so that they will know and respect
the requirements regarding the quality of products and
environment protection.

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE INSTITUTIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE CIVIL SOCIETY (NGOs)
¡_Creating in the university sector and in the civil society of
strategic partnerships aiming at promoting common values
and good business practices.
¡_Concluding partnerships for developing educational
projects based on structural funds.

Glossary of CSR terms
CSR – Corporate Social Responsibility – involvement of a company in activities that produce positive effects, firstly
for the social environment where its consumers live;
Sustainability – long term development, sustainable development;
GRI – Global Reporting Initiative - GRI was launched in 1997, as a common initiative of the American environment
organization CERES and of the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), with the goal to improve the quality and
efficiency of reporting in the field of social responsibility (CSR). In 2002, GRI has become an independent institution,
with headquarters in Amsterdam, present in over 60 countries and gathering over 20,000 collaborators;
COP - Communication On Progress - communication on progress – communication to the interested parties
regarding the progress of a company in applying the ten principles of the Global Pact in its commercial activities;
CSS - Customer Satisfaction Survey – measuring customer satisfaction by sending out questionnaires where they
are asked to evaluate the company’s services.
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Today, our software matters for...
¡_millions of students, teachers and parents building “the future
education”;
¡_hundreds of organizations with major impact on the Romanian
business environment;
¡_performance-oriented companies which invest in training thousands
of employees;
¡_thousands of physicians and millions of health services
beneficiaries;
¡_tens of thousands of beneficiaries of CSR initiatives;
¡_acknowledgement of Romania in the world’s educational software
elite;
¡_assertion of Romanian intelligence through continuous innovation
and R&D.
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